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ABSTRACT
A method is presented in this work that integrates both emerging and mature data sources to
estimate the operational travel demand in fine spatial and temporal resolutions. By analyzing
individuals’ mobility patterns revealed from their mobile phones, researchers and practitioners are
now equipped to derive the largest trip samples for a region. Because of its ubiquitous use,
extensive coverage of telecommunication services and high penetration rates, travel demand can
be studied continuously in fine spatial and temporal resolutions. The derived sample or seed trip
matrices are coupled with surveyed commute flow data and prevalent travel demand modeling
techniques to provide estimates of the total regional travel demand in the form of origin-
destination (OD) matrices. The methodology is evaluated in a series of real world transportation
planning studies and proved its potentials in application areas such as dynamic traffic assignment
modeling, integrated corridor management and online traffic simulations.
Key Words: operational origin-destination matrix, large scale mobile phone data, matrix correction,
trip imputation, path-matching, travel demand projection
1. INTRODUCTION
Accurately estimating time-varying traffic demand has always been a challenge for
planners to avoid possible biased decisions made from distorted network traffic flow
patterns. This is especially true in operational planning studies; for example,
integrated corridor management (ICM) strategies are usually backed by macro-meso-
microscopic multi-resolution modeling analyses where time-dependent traffic demand
is a vital input. To obtain the time-varying demand, the common practice is to take the
origin-destination (OD) tables from the regional travel demand model as the pattern,
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or seed, and then apply OD matrix estimation (ODME) techniques with synthesized
traffic counts of different times of day to come up with the matrices at these
corresponding time increments. Relatively easy to apply, this practice is limited largely
by the demand patterns in the travel demand model that is more focused on travelers’
spatial distributions rather than the time variations of their trips [1]. This is also echoed
in a recent presentation [2] that summarized over twenty ICM project practices in the
US. According to this summary, key reasons why model estimates deviated from
targeted real world traffic operations may include: 1) the seed trip tables only
representing the estimated demand from outdated models; 2) coarse temporal
resolution not reflecting daily traffic fluctuations; 3) daily traffic variations by nature,
not even to mention seasonal variations, perturbations from ball games or special
events and other factors. To overcome these limitations, planners are calling for more
innovative methods to understand the urban mobility pattern in finer resolutions, both
spatially and temporally.
The first classes of methods involve setting up data collection hardware to sample all or
a portion of drivers when they enter and leave the study cordon or the cross section gates.
Both automated number plate recognition (ANPR) and blue-tooth collection belong to this
class of active probing methods. As the origin-destination obtained from these methods are
accurate in general [3], both ANPR and blue-tooth technology based methods are usually
used for a corridor or sub-area where the number of entrances and exits are limited.
Another class of passive probing methods gains more favor among industry
researchers as the usage of the so-called pervasive computing devices (smartphones,
GPS, smart cards like transit passes and toll tags, digital cameras) becomes ubiquitous
among society. For example, navigation device manufacturers and service providers
have started providing the OD data from their users’ upload of GPS logs. However, the
OD information could be biased towards certain fleets and thus not representative for
the community’s overall mobility patterns, especially when the sampling rate is low.
Deriving travel demand patterns from mobile phone activities has obvious
advantages over GPS-only traces for its high penetration rates: for example, in US, a
conservative estimate is 85% in 2009, namely over 285 million devices being used by
the population of 310 million. The mobile network covers most urban and rural areas in
most countries; in fact, the penetration of cell phones in some parts of developing
countries is higher than landlines because of expensive and thus rare infrastructure
investment to the latter. It is no surprise that researchers had started exploring the
mobility patterns revealed from location and movement records extracted from cell
phone signalling data. Based on the Global System for Mobile (GSM) cellular network
technology, the studies in [4] came up with the observed trip distribution results from
associating the trips with the cell tower positions. A more recent work was to use
VISSIM micro simulation to simulate the probe phone traces and verify the plausibility
of the estimated daily OD [5]. Another test in Rome was using the aggregated cell phone
data to monitor the movement of vehicles and pedestrians and the device and hence
sampled population densities in the case of events [6].
One recent work [7] has successfully completed a large scale study in the Boston
metropolitan area. The author detailed the method to infer the trips from the mobile
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phone data records. The identified trips were verified at the aggregate level against the
typical trip distribution curves by a gravity model type of probability distribution
functional form and found good correlation. Once the trips are identified, they are
aggregated to both Census Tract (http://www.census.gov/geo/www/cen_tract.html) and
county level zoning structure to generate the origin-destination matrices. By associating
the zonal level demographic data such as population size, these matrices were scaled to
total trips by the same ratio of total population to the identified phone device sample
sizes within the same zone. A strong correlation regarding the travel directionality has
been found between the scaled matrices and the commute flow matrices from ACS
survey data (http://ctpp.transportation.org/Pages/3yrdas.aspx). This research has proven
the benefits and feasibility with large scale travel pattern inference from mobile phone
data. For example, the demand for certain facilities on an event day such as sport games
is dramatically different from any normal weekday, which in general has been beyond
the reach of transportation practitioners without large scale study with active probing
methods such as travel survey or ANPR methods.
Put into the traffic operational study context where even finer time resolution is a
critical factor, the method appears to serve only as obtaining the shape of the matrices,
that is, the active OD pairs or the non-zero cells in the matrix and their relative values.
For operational planning, traffic volumes through the urban freeway or major arterial
corridors are important input to any decision making as well as system performance
indicators; therefore, these values should play an important role in the travel demand
estimation. Indeed, origin-destination matrix estimation (ODME) from traffic counts
techniques have been the focus of a vast amount of literature [8], and continue to be
popular tools for transportation engineers. In this paper, we aim to tackle the travel
demand estimation problem rather from the practical viewpoint, focusing on integrating
both emerging and readily available data sources to acquire the ready-to-deploy
operational trip tables. The methodology firstly includes deriving individuals’ daily
activity chains and path choices revealed from their mobile phone usage and mapping
to the transportation network for obtaining the sample trip matrices. Sampled trip
matrices were projected to the total travel demand based on surveyed commute flows
between sub-regions or cities; these projected travel demand are then feeding to the
traffic assignment and matrix estimation loop to derive final time-varying trip tables.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Next section detailed the steps
and algorithms to process mobile phone data for obtaining sample matrices and
observed path flows, integration with survey data to derive the regional travel demand
for use in subsequent loop of traffic assignment and OD estimation analysis. Case
studies illustrated all steps and verified the results against different data sources. A
discussion of current methodology limitations and possible expansions precedes the
conclusion section.
2. METHODOLOGY
The overall process to derive operational origin-destination matrices from mobile phone
data is illustrated in the following workflow chart (Figure 1). This process includes
three major steps: trip imputation and path-matching from mobile phone data; matrix
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projection based on surveyed commuting trip data; matrix correction from combining
both observed and modelled path flows and traffic counts. Each step is detailed in the
following sections.
3. TRIP AND PATH ANALYSIS FROM MOBILE PHONE TRAJECTORY DATA
3.1. Mobile Phone Trajectory Data
When interacting with the telecommunications network, the mobile phone device can
leave traces triggered by either the serving network or the interaction activity itself [9].
Both types of data can log the time-stamped device location, but the location accuracy
may vary significantly by a number of factors, such as the telecommunication network
technology, location derivation methodology, or the region. Network-driven data are
logged continuously to which cell tower the device is being connected as long as the
device is powered on, and additionally by the location area updates or hand-over between
cells during the call. On the contrary, the event-driven data are logged when either
communication such as phone calls and SMS or internet usage from the device is initiated.
Varying among different network switch equipments, the continuity of the event-driven
data could be different, for example, some equipment can log the signalling every few
seconds while most would only keep the billing related information such as the
originating/terminating user, the type of the communication, phone call length or
the number of bytes transmitted and type of websites in addition to the time of event. The
location data often refer to the cell tower the device has been connected to during the
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Figure 1. Workflow for mobile phone data based operational OD matrix derivation
communication or internet usage, which implies the accuracy largely depends on the
density of cell towers. As the telecommunication infrastructure is related to the population
density of the region, inevitably the urban areas usually see denser cell tower distribution
than rural areas and as such the corresponding location accuracy is better (500 meters in
general versus over 1 kilometer or more). However, when lower level of communication
data can be accessed, the location can be better determined by using triangulation methods
with these data such as timing advance and received signal strength.
The data used in this research are event-driven data streams sourced from AirSage
Inc. (www.airsage.com). Independent reviews and internal tests showed average device
positioning accuracy of 320 meters with the best of 150 meters achieved in some urban
areas. Multiple types and sources of mobile sightings (e.g. starting/ending a voice call,
sending or receiving SMS messages, engaging in a data session, etc.) are received as a
continual raw data from the mobile network. The processing data platform aggregates
the raw data, anonymizes the data stream, and uses one proprietary multi-lateration
technique to derive an anonymous, time-stamped location (latitude/longitude) for each
event (the so-called “sighting”). These sightings become the raw input data for imputing
the trip stops and tour legs for each anonymized subscriber.
4. TRIP IMPUTATION
In constructing the operational OD matrices, trip and path imputation from mobile
phone sightings is the foremost step as it provides the so-called “seed” trip tables as
input to later total demand estimation steps. Inferring the trip stops from people’s
mobile device location logs is not new: this technique has been used in the travel
survey field by asking participants to wear portable GPS devices during the survey
period and then retrieve the device to obtain the data logs for analysing the
participants’ travels. Prompt recalls are usually followed to correct the automatically
imputed trip characteristics such as stops, trip purposes and so on [10]. The first
glance at both types of data might lead to a quick conclusion that the methods for GPS
based trip imputation can be conveniently transferred to the mobile sightings here:
both data sources are individual’s time-stamped location data that keep track of the
person’s whereabouts at different time of day. However, the mobile phone sightings
data are significantly different from the GPS traces in two main aspects: 1) location
positioning accuracy. Compared to the error range of within 10–30 meters for GPS
logs, the mobile sightings are one magnitude higher in positioning error as discussed
above. This poses significant challenges for determining the exact trip stop locations
(e.g., individual building for GPS traces versus blocks or groups of blocks for mobile
sightings). 2) data continuity. GPS trace logs are usually continuous at a regular
frequency ranging from seconds to a few minutes. However, due to its event-driven
nature, mobile phone data records are usually infrequent; in fact, pioneering studies
were only able to obtain average frequency of mobile sightings of over a few hours [9].
These two comparative drawbacks must be addressed in the process of trip imputation
from mobile sightings.
However, the GPS trace analysis techniques still serve as good reference for the trip
imputation task here. Among all methods experimented in different studies [11], we
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have found that the fuzzy logic system approach presents the best potentials to handle
mobile sightings data that are both infrequent and less accurate. A proprietary fuzzy
logic based expert system (ES) is developed as briefly described in the following steps,
and some of the rules in the ES rule set are also discussed:
1. Data cleaning. This step is to remove or aggregate the data points that are
unreasonable, for example, those for device movement speed over a certain
threshold value (e.g., 100 miles per hour).
2. Candidate trip stop scanning. This step scans the sightings from the same user and
identifies the possible trip stop locations by looking for the cluster of “stationary”
sightings that are close to each other, both temporally and spatially. Analogous to
the centre of mass, the arithmetic average of the latitude/longitude of all sightings
in the cluster is taken as the location of the trip’s stop.
3. Trip start and end imputation. This step furthers the above step by validating the
trip stops based on two factors: the size of the cluster (number of sightings) and the
elapse time. These two steps are similar to the work by Calabrese etc. [7], but a
stairwise distance and time threshold values were applied to decide on the
candidacy of one cluster, that is 20-minute/1-mile for initial scanning and then
10-minute/0.5-mile on later iterations.
4. Trip chaining. This step generates the trips and tours by linking consecutive trip
stops.
5. Trip verification and validation. A few criteria are established to verify if the trips
are reasonable and valid ones. For example, if a sequential “trip” pair has their start
and end location interchanged within a threshold while the elapse time of both trips
is low, these two “ trips” are likely the result of high positioning errors. Both trips
are removed from the list and their stops are aggregated as in Step 2. The final list
will be a sequence of trips and associated attributes (e.g., trip start time, number of
sightings clustered at each end of the trip) for each encrypted subscriber for the
analysis period.
The algorithm is verified against a randomly sampled set of subscribers from the
study dataset (c.f. case study section). This sample data set includes 14 anonymous
subscribers, and a total of 327 trips were manually identified from overlaying all their
sightings with online mapping services (Google Maps). These manually identified trips
serve as the ground-truth data. A small sample data records from one examined
anonymous subscriber are listed in the following table, and the trip identification results
from this sample is illustrated in Figure 2.
Note that in Figure 2 also have zones labeled “home” or “work”; these attributes were
also added from analyzing the individual’s trips and trip stops for a longer period (e.g., one
whole month) and being imputed from more imposed rules, such as a home location
being defined as a place where the device has been seen between 8 PM and 7 AM over
20 days in a 30-day period. These extensions are beyond the scope of this report.
The validation result is shown in the scatter plot bellow. Each dot represents one
examined subscriber, and the x-axis is for the number of trips from manually
identification process; these trips serve as “ground-truth” to verify the results from
the algorithm. In total, 280 trips were correctly identified, accounting for
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Table 1. Sample mobile sightings for one sampled subscriber/device when it was
seen by the mobile network each hour of either AM or PM 4-hour study period
Epoch Time Longitude Latitude Duration Distance
1286549617 08 Oct 2010 07:53:37 –121.317371 38.570704 57 1496.6
1286549674 08 Oct 2010 07:54:34 –121.301577 38.575999 536 8433.9
1286550210 08 Oct 2010 08:03:30 –121.274663 38.648981 748 2130.1
1286550958 08 Oct 2010 08:15:58 –121.271860 38.668043 80 161.8
1286551038 08 Oct 2010 08:17:18 –121.272208 38.666611 916 92.7
1286551954 08 Oct 2010 08:32:34 –121.271908 38.667412 79 92.9
1286552033 08 Oct 2010 08:33:53 –121.272234 38.666615 1777 236.7
1286553810 08 Oct 2010 09:03:30 –121.271561 38.668681 717 75.5
1286554527 08 Oct 2010 09:15:27 –121.271860 38.668043 11 15.0
1286554538 08 Oct 2010 09:15:38 –121.271818 38.668174 465 15.0
1286555003 08 Oct 2010 09:23:23 –121.271860 38.668043 2 20.4
1286555005 08 Oct 2010 09:23:25 –121.271885 38.667860 3616 20.4
1286558621 08 Oct 2010 10:23:41 –121.271860 38.668043 63 0.0
1286558684 08 Oct 2010 10:24:44 –121.271860 38.668043 18 1028.1
1286558731 08 Oct 2010 10:25:31 –121.271860 38.668043 12 33.4
1286558743 08 Oct 2010 10:25:43 –121.271752 38.668332 8 42.2
1286558751 08 Oct 2010 10:25:51 –121.271561 38.668681 2 308.3
1286562488 08 Oct 2010 11:28:08 –121.271561 38.668681 147 308.3
1286562635 08 Oct 2010 11:30:35 –121.272484 38.666000 1881 233.2
1286564516 08 Oct 2010 12:01:56 –121.271860 38.668043 2 15.0
1286566300 08 Oct 2010 12:31:40 –121.271860 38.668043 3 226.7
1286574904 08 Oct 2010 14:55:04 –121.271860 38.668043 6 226.2
1286574910 08 Oct 2010 14:55:10 –121.272158 38.666019 40 66.5
1286574950 08 Oct 2010 14:55:50 –121.272234 38.666615 1240 66.0
1286923384 12 Oct 2010 15:43:04 –121.271860 38.668043 74 435.0
1286923458 12 Oct 2010 15:44:18 –121.271403 38.664141 13 285.2
1286923471 12 Oct 2010 15:44:31 –121.272266 38.666619 3095 10.3
1286926566 12 Oct 2010 16:36:06 –121.272384 38.666626 7 70.2
1286926573 12 Oct 2010 16:36:13 –121.272158 38.666019 40 226.2
1286926613 12 Oct 2010 16:36:53 –121.271860 38.668043 4 20.4
1286926617 12 Oct 2010 16:36:57 –121.271885 38.667860 2532 5374.1
1286929182 12 Oct 2010 17:19:42 –121.262771 38.622266 35 368.4
1286929217 12 Oct 2010 17:20:17 –121.266988 38.622003 28 1247.5
1286929245 12 Oct 2010 17:20:45 –121.270657 38.611140 1 75.1
1286929246 12 Oct 2010 17:20:46 –121.270397 38.610495 6 515.7
1286929252 12 Oct 2010 17:20:52 –121.269276 38.615057 43 746.4
1286929295 12 Oct 2010 17:21:35 –121.269774 38.608345 23 7.3
1286929318 12 Oct 2010 17:21:58 –121.269757 38.608281 2 166.8
Table 1. continued
85.6 percent of all ground-truth trips. From a simple correlation analysis, the
correlation coefficient reaches 0.89, indicating that the algorithm could retrieve most
of the trips without additional information such as the subscriber’s identity and
demographic data.
After the imputation steps, the trip starts and ends are still denoted by the latitude
and longitude of the cluster center. The imputed trips are then aggregated to time-
varying OD matrices by the given traffic analysis zoning (TAZ) structure and the
interested time of day at specified interval, e.g., hourly increment. Note that the
aggregation can apply to any TAZ structure; however, a standard one is preferred for
relating the obtained OD matrices with other public data sources, for instance, the
survey data. In this study, the US Census Bureau Tiger Line Block Groups are used
(http://www.census.gov/geo/www/cob/bg_metadata.html), for the geospatial lineation
by Block Groups follows the general TAZ rule of uniform land use, and it is also sized
enough to accommodate the mobile phone positioning errors.
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Table 1. Sample mobile sightings for one sampled subscriber/device when it was
seen by the mobile network each hour of either AM or PM 4-hour study period
(Continued)
Epoch Time Longitude Latitude DURATION DISTANCE
1286929320 12 Oct 2010 17:22:00 –121.271166 38.607264 124 3146.3Table
1286929444 12 Oct 2010 17:24:04 –121.295095 38.586035 106 1285.6
1286929550 12 Oct 2010 17:25:50 –121.309695 38.584363 626 4111.1
1286930176 12 Oct 2010 17:36:16 –121.347401 38.562106 107 2259.9
1286930283 12 Oct 2010 17:38:03 –121.373231 38.560336 36 171.8
1286930319 12 Oct 2010 17:38:39 –121.374133 38.558960 4219 610.8
1286934538 12 Oct 2010 18:48:58 –121.381128 38.559286 128 1914.5
1286934666 12 Oct 2010 18:51:06 –121.403053 38.558243 1664 2778.1
1286936330 12 Oct 2010 19:18:50 –121.434917 38.557669 11 193.5
1286936341 12 Oct 2010 19:19:01 –121.437125 38.557847 93 180.7
1286936434 12 Oct 2010 19:20:34 –121.435094 38.557520 31 493.5
1286936465 12 Oct 2010 19:21:05 –121.429590 38.556480 760 493.5
1286937225 12 Oct 2010 19:33:45 –121.435094 38.557520 35 266.8
1286937260 12 Oct 2010 19:34:20 –121.437986 38.558307 1927 9011.6
1286939187 12 Oct 2010 20:06:27 –121.335619 38.569735 24 26.9
1286939211 12 Oct 2010 20:06:51 –121.335321 38.569797 1317 25.0
1286940528 12 Oct 2010 20:28:48 –121.335052 38.569874 453 991.5
1286940981 12 Oct 2010 20:36:21 –121.323732 38.570770 31153 1002.7
Data fields: EPOCH - the number of seconds that have elapsed since January 1, 1970;
DURATION - time between this sighting and the next sighting for this device, in seconds;
DISTANCE - straight-line distance between this sighting and the next sighting for this device, in
meters, based on the latitude and longitude.
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Figure 2. Trip stops and intermediate mobile sightings for the same anonymous
subscriber, demonstrating the trip identification process
5. PATH MATCHING
Some mobile phones have left sightings along the way of travel, for example, from
the mail servers that retrieve emails periodically on smartphones. These records can
analyse the paths that the subscriber was taking. The following figure shows two paths
that the same subscriber took on different days, where we can see these paths easily. The
following figure indicated a good example of one anonymous subscriber’s route choices
for the same origin-destination for the same time of day but on different days (a and b),
and the free-flow travel time based shortest path search result (c).
Compared to the path-matching task with GPS traces, deriving the paths from mobile
sightings is again constrained by their frequency and location accuracy. In contrast to a
direct construct of the path by associating the GPS data points to the network, an
indirect approach is taken to estimate the “most likely” paths by measuring the distances
from mobile sightings to each in a pre-determined path set. The following steps are
taken:
1. Select the trips with intermediate sightings in addition to the trip start and trip ends.
Only these trips will be analyzed for path-matching.
2. Prepare the path choice set. The path choice set is constructed by enumerating most
likely paths connecting any active OD pairs, that is, the matrix cell that represents
trips with intermediate mobile sightings. This is completed by utilizing the
stochastic traffic assignment module in the software package VISUM [12].
3. Compute the proximity metrics for the mobile sightings. This is completed by
utilizing the functions in the open source database management system
PostGreSQL (http://www.postgresql.org/) and the GIS extension PostGIS
(http://postgis.refractions.net/).
4. Select the most likely paths by simple rankings of proximity measures associated
with these paths.
5. Aggregate the paths by the interested time of day. The aggregated path flow are
then stored for the matrix correction steps.
It is worth noting that route choice has historically been one of the strongest
assumptions in travel demand modelling, where users are assumed to follow certain
rules in their travel, such as the first Wardropian principle underlying user equilibrium [13].
Naturally, however, the “favorite” path that a traveler takes is not necessarily the one that
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Figure 3. Validating the trip imputation algorithm against a randomly selected
dataset
the regional travel demand model indicates; this discrepancy partly accounts for the
deviation of the model from the daily traffic fluctuations. Estimating the path flows as
in this context can thus benefit greatly from the observed path choices to adjust the
model deviations for better reflecting the true mobility patterns.
5.1. Matrix Projection Based on Surveyed Commuting Flow Data
Despite the fact that the obtained matrices well represent the trips and tours of the
included subscribers, they are still only trip samples of the traveling population.
These “seed” matrices must be scaled before being usable for any traffic
operational studies. Public agencies have long kept a repository of surveyed
commute trip data, for example, Census Transportation Planning Products (CTPP)
(http://ctpp.transportation.org/Pages/3yrdas.aspx). These datasets provide a good
basis for scaling the seed matrices.
Note that commuting flow survey results are associated with the jurisdictions, e.g.,
cities, boroughs or townships; their geographical features are streamed as “Main Zones”
to overlay with the traffic analysis zone (TAZ) for the scaling process. The following steps
are followed to bring the sampled mobile OD matrices to the total travel demand level:
1. Build the one-to-many mapping between the “MainZones” and TAZ;
2. Compute the scaling factors by double-constrained projection method. This is done
in the unit of the referenced travel survey data, by aggregating the hourly “seed”
matrices into the same zoning structure and same time block of the surveyed
commuting flow data (e.g., morning peaks). The double constrained projection is
used to project matrix values for both rows and columns, using an iterative process
to search for the solution that best achieves the expected values.
3. The total demand in the same time block level to the referenced travel survey data
is estimated by applying the projection factors to the aggregated “seed” matrix.
4. The hourly demand matrices are computed by the relative proportions to the total
demand of the time block.
The goal of this step is to obtain an initial set of total trip matrices while keeping the
valuable demand patterns reflected in the seed matrices.
5.2. Matrix Correction with Traffic Counts and Observed Paths
Origin-destination matrix estimation (ODME) techniques are used in this last step to
correct the projected matrices with traffic counts wherever they are available, e.g., links,
turns, screen lines. In general, the matrix correction involves a step of traffic assignment
to compute the path flows from the seed OD matrix, and then tries to balance the path
flows and thus adjusts the OD matrix cell values to reach the best match with the traffic
counts. Readers can refer to [8] for a thorough review of ODME methods.
6. CASE STUDIES
The method is applied to an interchange improvement project in Sacramento,
California. The aim was to investigate the travel demand around the system interchange
of Interstate 80 and California State Route 65 (CA-65), with the focus on the hourly
demand for four hours each on both AM (6–10 AM) and PM (3–7 PM).
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The mobile phone study dataset included a total of 256 million (255,828,842) valid
sightings recorded in the study area in the month of October 2010 (00:00:00 Oct 1st
2010 to 23:59:59 Oct 31st 2010). One visibility rule is applied to the study dataset: only
those days when the device had left sightings at least once during each hour of the study
periods or either AM or PM peaks (6–10 AM & 3–7 PM). This rule is to reduce the
noises from infrequent mobile phone uses and thus reduce the biases from factors such
as data plans [7]. The filtered dataset has a total of 98 million (98,333,324) sightings,
representing the mobile phone activities of over 128 thousand (128,185) individual
subscribers. Figure 5 plots the mobile sightings from a subset of 600 subscribers
randomly selected from the filtered dataset. It clearly indicates that even this small
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Figure 4. Path choice observations from mobile sightings and model output, red
dots representing the mobile sightings and the blue lines indicate the
paths: (a) a weekend afternoon, mostly on arterials; (b) a weekday
afternoon, mostly freeways; (c) shortest path based on free flow travel
time, a mix use of both freeways and arterials
fraction (less than 1 percent) of the dataset is able to span the entire study area.
The trip origin and destination locations are then used to produce the OD trip table.
Together with a customized traffic analysis zone (TAZ) structure that varies slightly
from 2010 US Census Bureau Block Group definitions, the generated trip origins and
destinations are mapped to the transportation network for each hour. The external
related trips are allocated combining the “travel sheds” for associated external stations
and the seed matrices. The spatial distribution of the resulting sample OD flows from
the identified vehicle trips is shown by the desire lines in the following figure (with and
without internal-external, external-external, external-external trips in display
separately) in the following figure.
Referencing travel survey data from CTPP, the generated hourly OD trip tables are
averaged across all the weekdays in the month of October and used as “seed” matrices
for the hourly demand estimation.
6.1. Sample OD Matrix Analysis
From the derived hourly seed matrices, the projection factors are analyzed referencing
CTPP travel survey data in the study area. The referenced zoning structure is aggregated
into the CTPP data unit in Placer County, CA, including Roseville, Rocklin, Lincoln,
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Sample mobile phone sightings in sacramento, CA October, 2010
Mobile phone traces
TAZ
Figure 5. Mobile phone sightings coverage display, about 400 thousand sightings
from 600 randomly selected subscribers out of the entire dataset
Citrus Heights, Granite Bay, and external zones defined and named as ‘South’, ‘North
West’ and ‘North East’. The surveyed total number of home-work trips during morning
peak hours is 663,054. The sampled number of trips derived from mobile phone data is
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6. MobileOD flows aggregated from vehicle trips identified in mobile
phone sightings for the hour of 5 PM October 2010, illustrating the
mobile device sampling coverages, (a) without internal-external/
external-internal/external-external (IX/XI/XX) trips; (b) with
IX/XI/XX trips
35,504, 5.4% of observed trips. In order to see if the sample size is large enough to
represent the travel patterns in the study area, the sample size for the internal zones in
the morning peak hours for each city is compared to the census data shown in the
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Figure 7. Trend comparison of mobile OD trips with CTPP commuting trips
Table 2. “Seed” matrices projection factors analysis
Projection factors AM PM
Production Attraction Production Attraction
All zones 18.7 7.4
Roseville 17.7 28.4 10.9 6.9
Rocklin 16.6 15.5 5.0 5.6
Lincoln 20.5 14.0 4.7 8.1
Citrus Heights 18.6 21.3 7.3 7.9
Granite Bay 15.4 15.3 5.4 6.1
average 17.7 18.9 6.6 6.9
St. dev. 1.94 6.03 2.58 1.11
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following figure.
In the above figure, the lines represent the mobile trips that are the sample sizes for
each c and the bars represent the surveyed trips. By comparing the trend of lines and
bars, it has similar patterns across all the cities. It indicates that the mobile OD sample
data reveals the geographic travel patterns in the aspect of number of trips in each zone.
In addition, by comparing the zonal travel attraction and production in each city in blue
and orange colors in the figure, the directional patterns can also be observed from
mobile phone sample trip data. The other interesting finding is that the afternoon
period appears to see more mobile sightings compared to the morning hours, this might
be related to the cell phone use behavior that in the evening people use cell phones
more frequently than other time of day. Nonetheless, the mobile phone data is able to
capture the travel patterns for estimating the demand in time series. The steps of matrix
projection are then followed to aggregate the hourly seed matrices into the Main Zones
(i.e., cities). The total number of sample trips in all morning peak hours is compared
to the census data. The projection factors are derived for each city as listed in the
bellow table.
For each city, the projection factors are calculated referencing the census data, the
samples in each city is projected around 18 times for the morning peak hours and 7
times in the evening peak hours, which are close to factors of the total samples for all
analysis zones. The standard deviation also shows that the samples are evenly collected
across the study area.
In the final step of matrix correction with traffic counts, the origin-destination matrix
estimation (ODME) module TFLowFuzzy in VISUM is applied in combination with the
path-based static user-equilibrium assignment based on the projected matrices. To
preserve the travel patterns reflected in the projected matrices, only one iteration of
traffic assignment – ODME loop is applied to avoid “over-fitting” the matrix against the
traffic counts. The following figure indicates the matching between the modeled link
volumes and the traffic counts (8 AM-9 AM of the study period).
Other quality indices for different hours are listed in the following table; these
statistics show the quick improvement of the hourly matrices from but one matrix
correction iteration.
6.2. License Plate Verification
An automated number plate recognition (ANPR) study had been conducted at Eureka
Blvd on-ramp to eastbound Interstate 80, one of the critical on-ramps, to analyze the
local origin-destination patterns. The study indicated that about 40–45% of the traffic
from this on-ramp (location labeled number 2 in Figure 9) goes to northbound State
Route 65 (location numbered 3).
Figure 8 illustrates the select link analysis from the aggregate path flows obtained
from the path-matching step. These two screenshots show that overall for those trips
taking the onramp where paths were also observable from mobile phone sightings, a
split of 46% was going to NB SR65: (1,160 + 100)/(2,230 + 480) = 46%. This verifies
that the path-matching results are plausible for use in model validation steps.
6.3. Cross reference to traffic counts
Another verification effort was completed to directly compare zonal totals of identified
mobile trips with traffic counts at these zones. Figure 10 visualized a different mobile
phone dataset and network for East San Francisco Bay Area.
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Figure 8. Matrix quality analysis by comparing the modeled link volumes against
traffic counts
Table 3. statistical analysis of assignment result from estimated demand
6 AM 7 AM 8 AM 9 AM
R2 0.92 0.91 0.87 0.88
RMSE* 40 32 32 33
3 PM 4 PM 5 PM 6 PM
R2 0.85 0.84 0.87 0.83
RMSE 32 33 33 33
*RMSE: Root Mean Square Error
The model network was mainly for the Cities of Pleasanton and Livermore, where
external related trips were of special interest for the planners. In this study, only the seed
matrices were generated from the trip imputation step. Two external gates were selected for
further cross reference to traffic counts data: eastbound (EB) Interstate Freeway 580 and
northbound (NB) Interstate Freeway 680 at the network boundary, for traffic counts data
are readily downloadable from California Performance Measurement System (PeMS)
(http://pems.dot.ca.gov). PeMS vehicle detection station (VDS) 402222 and VDS 400870
correspond to I-580 EB and I-680 entrance gates to the model area, respectively, shown in
Figure 10. Traffic volume data were aggregated to hourly counts for these two locations for
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Figure 9. Path-matching results verification from Automated Number Plate
Recognition (ANPR) studies, (a) select link analysis for the sequential
flows from location #1 to #3 via #2 (the target on-ramp); (b) the
sequential flows from location #4 via #2
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the same study period, i.e., weekday afternoon period from 2 PM-6 PM on all Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursdays in October 2011. The same aggregation scheme applied to the
identified trips that went through these two entrance gates; the correlation is tabulated in
Table 4. Both correlation coefficients reached a satisfactory level of 0.94.
East San Francisco Bay Area
Mobile Phone Data and Network (October 2011) 
Links Vehicle detection stations (VDS)
Mobile phone traces
Figure 10. Cross-reference to traffic counts: mobile phone dataset and network for
East San Francisco Bay Area
Table 4. Correlation analysis to hourly traffic counts at two freeway locations for
East San Francisco Bay Area (October 2011 weekdays)
Hour Matrix row sum for Traffic counts Matrix row sum for Traffic counts
I-680 NB ( VDS 400870) I-580 EB ( VDS 402222)
2 pm-3 pm 26,559 2,088 43,309 5,054
3 pm-4 pm 28,058 2,866 48,662 5,767
4 pm-5 pm 28,946 3,340 51,501 6,169
5 pm-6 pm 31,838 3,703 57,331 6,223
6 pm-7 pm 28,142 2,782 49,391 5,790
7 pm-8 pm 23,292 1,910 39,533 4,286
Correlation coefficient 0.94 Correlation coefficient 0.94
Table 4 indicated strong correlation exists between total number of trips identified
from mobile phone trajectories and the traffic volumes at these locations. In line with
matrix projection results (Table 2), this time series analysis implies the regional travel
demand fluctuations can well be captured both in time and space by analyzing mobile
phone trajectories data.
7. LIMITATIONS AND POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS
The strongest assumption made in this study is that all trips involve vehicles and
minimal mode choice is considered with the exception of removed short trips (assumed
walk). As illustrated in [14], it will be a promising extension to differentiate the travel
mode by further integrating more variables such as travel speed and support data such
as transit networks into the process.
The even-driven nature of raw data also poses challenges in capturing a complete
picture of individual subscribers’ activities. For short trips or occasional activities that did
not involve any communications via mobile phones, imputed trip stops may include high
uncertainties in its start and end time as well as dwelling time. However, cross-reference
to other data sources, such as surveyed commute flows between cities and traffic counts,
have illustrated that regional travel demand could be accurately captured along both
dimensions of time and space. Indeed, as concluded in [15], urban dwellers’ mobility
patterns can be predicted to a great degree for their habitual behavior and trajectories; the
tidal traffic congestion is nothing but the results of these reproducible travel patterns.
Another note on trip imputation steps is related to the threshold values in trip stop
scanning, because various telecommunication switches may lead to systematic changes
in device positioning accuracies. Therefore, the threshold values applied in regions in
this study may not apply to other regions. This change must be analyzed and addressed
before the method being adapted elsewhere.
It is considered only a very early stage of analyzing individual’s travel behavior from
mobile phone uses. For example, answers to important policy or traffic management
questions such as route choices in response to Managed Lanes (High Occupancy Toll or
HOT lanes) are still biased or limited by the tools such as small samples from revealed
preference surveys. The work with path-matching from mobile phone sightings could
lend valuable insights into these behavioral changes by large samples and longer
observation periods only possible with mobile phone data.
8. CONCLUSION
A method is presented in this work that integrates both emerging and mature data
sources to estimate the operational travel demand in fine spatial and temporal
resolutions. By analyzing the individual mobility patterns from mobile phones, the
travel demand is estimated from the largest ever samples. Because of its ubiquitous
use, extensive coverage of telecommunication services and high penetration rates,
travel demand can be studied continuously in fine spatial and temporary resolutions.
The derived seed matrices are coupled with surveyed commute flow data and
prevalent travel demand modeling techniques to provide the OD matrices for
operational planning applications such as dynamic traffic assignment models,
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integrated corridor management and real-time traffic models. For the latter, the
authors have started to apply the introduced methodology to large-scale real-time
traffic model systems.
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